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hen we (the 'we' is a collective 'we' - as individuals
we may not always) talk about 'race' and nation,
these ways of thinking are the frameworks we use.
When we make the decision to subscribe to certain

W

classifications, to categorize - 'black', 'white', 'Asian',
'mixed-race', 'Chinese', 'Jewish'. When we talk about
'British-ness' and 'foreign-ness', when we discuss
employment, housing, policing, schooling, culture, immi
gration, health, hygiene, sexuality, criminality, devi
ancy and disease, we find ourselves in a particular
metaphorical terrain. Judgements have been made, the
theory, the arguments, the ways of making sense of
things are already in place. We take up a position, with
in a prescribed set of positions, in a limited field of
options. Between ways of seeing ourselves, ways of see
ing others and ways of being seen, we experience a deep
divergence, as pre-determined frameworks of thought
contribute to a crisis of perception and representation.
rr,here is a challenge to these conceptual frameworks
!"in recognising their histories, and their ongoing
IDcial function, in teasing out their epistemologies and
espoojng their foundation. I will be considering, in rela
tion to these legacies, what
an exhibition like empire
GIid I can hope to achieve.
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mpire and I bas been conceived as a space which
�
to exploit an iconic
moment of constructed history
lik e the 'milleni
um'. We can choose to translate this
framework into an opport
unity, a chance to make an
llllllincbing assessment
of our 'past'. The inverted com
lllaa highlight my
understanding that there is no clos
ure on the 'p
ast', but a variety of ways in which history
llleets the Pr8sent,
where moments in history and the
biatory of tho
ught continue to impact on and interact
Wit.hour own wa
ys of being and thinking. Within that
context, C
atherine Hall has described the 'memory
"°1'k' that is ne
cessary on empire, the importance of
lllaJnining Painful connections with colonial historiea, of
a l0ciety '
coming to terms with its own
raced history', as
Chat bistoi,y
has an ongoing influence in the preaent.
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incognita

ithin the 'raced history' of Brita
in, it is worth
investigating the origins of a
concept of race', as
ideas of 'race1 continue to focus
on an essentialist,
pseudo-scientific set of distin
ct]y physical meanings.
Historical patterns of racism
continue to focus on the
same constants, used to justify
a catalogue of social
inequity and racist perception
s. This is despite an
understanding in contemporary
science that 'race' is
without biological meaning. Peter
Fryer finds that there
is 'no scientific basis for dividing people
into biological
groups according to phenotypical factors
and attributing
fixed cultural attributes to these groups'. There
is no
basis for 'racial' division. Even at the beginning of
'racial science' there was more 'variation' within so.
called races' than between them.
1
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ryer is able to describe the many ways in which
'racial science' 'observed'/imagined, catalogued
'evidence' of 'racial difference', attributed inherited

characteristics to 'groups' and constructed a racialised
hierachy, a means of validating' slavery and later
colonialism. Fryer describes notions of 'white' British
superiority maintained with the authority of phrenol
ogy, teleology, evolutionism, social darwinism, Anglo
Saxonism, trusteeship. Each specialization described
the 'naturalness and necessity' of'white' British domi
nation, with subtly different emphases, and a ruthless
faith in the 'objectivity' of the scientific gaze.
1

he eco omic and ideological necessity demanded
�
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racist discourse, racist discourse was produced. In
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hrough the distorting lens of an ideology of intellec
tual and scientific imperialism, a number of fears,
desires and fantasies are focussed on a racialised 'other'.
As moral as well as physical inferior, the 'native' repre
sented a threat to the colonialist on a number of levels.
Literature of the time sees the 'native' as representing a
'dark side' of the human psyche, a more bestial, primi
tive being; the colonial power his knowledgeable, stable
and civilised counterpart. Ultimately, the colonialist's
fantasy is narcissistic: he fashions a sense of his own
moral strength, courage, nobility and rationality

a1ainst an imagined obverse of polar opposites - the

colonial subject - who is nothing but a site on which to
project the desires and dreams of the colonialist, his
Hnse of what he is and is not.

W

ithin this artificial hierarchy, our sense of our
selves as 'raced' evolves, along with a sense of the
power relations that govern the process of becoming
'raced'. Ruth Frankenberg writes that 'in a landacape
1tructured by racism, a conceptual mapping of race, of
self and others take shape',• Frantz Fanon articulates
from the position of'black' subject, a complex and insidi
Olll internalization of negative images of 'blackneaa'.
Sander Gilman describes a process by which the 'raced'
is forced to shoulder responsibility for his or her opprea
aion. 'For centuries', writes Catherine Hall, 'white iden
tities in Britain have been rooted in a sense of superior
ity derived from the power exercised over racialised oth
ara'. In other, more liberal spheres, there is 'an invest
ment in myths of 'sameness'1 and unconscious accep
tance of the ongoing privileges that 'race' confers on
those perceived as 'white'. Only recently have 'white'
theoriata begun to recognise these privileges and UDder
atand their ideological and social construction and ded
icated history.

I

n While, Richard Dyer deecribes how, conceptually,
'white' people allow themselves to take up a position
of ordinariness and centrality; they are uncontextu
aliaed, It is an aspect of what bell hooks terms 'white
1111premacy', that 'whiteness' is allowed to go 'unra.ced'.
'Other people', writes Dyer, 'are raced, we are just
people'. The power that lies bemnd structural white

and I

supremacy is in its invisibility. What appears most
'realistic' or ;natural' is that which is in fact most
stylised.

W

hite' liberalism has some investment in the
notion that racism is an ideology, which can be
chosen or rejected, that has no basis in ongoing social
relations and structures, is not part of a historical, con
ceptual inheritance. This accounts for a failure t.o recog
nise and challenge the privileges of 'whiteness' which
are predicated on unconscious. systemic racism. We con
ceptualise 'whiteness' as 'racially neutral', are aware of
oppression structuring the lives of 'raced' others, but not
the privilege that shapes our own, the 'unearned advan.
tage and conferred dominance',6 the racist structures
that define our lives. This unacknowledged assurance of
'white' neutrality colours our thought to such an extent
that it is possible for 'white' critical thinkers to conceive
of the end of subjectivity, speaking for all humanity,
without ever contemplating the specificity and particu
larity of their 'unraced' postion.
,

hiteness' is typically represented as unworthy of
'
W
observation. In contrast, the 'raced' body or iden
tity endures an obsessive over-signification, an unnatur
ally heavy burden of responsibility for the history of
'race'. Some of the work in empire and I explores the
responsibilities that the 'raced' artist is asked to shoul 
der, as he or she struggles to represent an individual
perspective through an obsessive focus on his or her
'race', For the 'raced' artist, 'race' is seen as the deter
mining factor, the essence of all endeavour, in ways
which are never applied to the 'non-raced'.

I

n a post-colonial environment,' explorations of cultur

al and 'racial' identity have opened up, which recog•

nise the operation and experience of 'race' as a political
definition. David A. Bailey, il111Strating the importance
of Frantz Fanon, describes 'the possibility of an altema
tive discourse• that originates in the self-definition and

repres entation of 'black' cultural politics. Stuart Hall
describes in 'New Ethnicities', the grouping of diverse
communities under a 'necessary fiction', a unifying
framework of'black-ness', in a politics of resistance that
offers a critical. oppositional aesthetic to challenge
'white' cultural discourse. Hall also signals the limits of
this approach, founded on a fictive essentialism. which
relies on a suppression of 'internal' difference and com
pound and performative identities.
ce'
n,here is a sense in which political definitions of 'ra
J. that emphasize internal homogeneity and fixity
contribute to the maintenance c,f pre·struetured bin.a·
riea: an 'other' with a voice continues to be an •other',
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he experience Jelinek articulates is one of being
born of a mixed Jewish/gentile marriage, raised in a
lib eral Jewish community of mainly Holocaust refugees,
'mixed-raced' from inside that community and 'raced'
from without, viewed through racist perceptions of
Jewishness and marginalised in a Christian Common·
wealth country with a deference for British culture. At
the same time it's an experience of being accorded the
privileges of the 'white' European colonial settler: land,
education, health, and the countless less apparent
privileges of'whiteness' that 'non-white' and particul
arly Aboriginal AU8tralians are denied.

T

he vision she brings to empire and I is of a radically
individual approach to the negotiation of compound
iden tities, in all their depth and apparent contradiction,
ID approach that characterises contributions to the
Blhi bition. Work was commissioned from artists whose
COllcerns fo r individual representation were apparent in
their work thus far. Self-definition,
a questioning of per•
ception s, cultural duality,
performativity, 'mixed-race',
IIXpene nces of dislocat
ion and diaspora, migration,
int.ersections of
gender, class and sexuality, religion,
backlll'OUnd and
personal history: the suggestion is that
there is a cul
tural and individual specificity and
Plrticularity in the construction of even
the most seem·
ingJy unifor
m and 'fixed' identity. It is an experience of
blurre d distinc
tions that proves willfully resistant to
ciass;f;cation an
d belies the simplistic, ideological
de&nitions of
'race' and nation. The boundaries of
'raciar and natio
nal distinction are seen to be conting•
eot, ultitn
ateJy insupportable.
� is no doubt that existing representations are
-.l.uctive, that they preclude a
sense of self that is
� ant.onomoua and individual empire and lis

fundamentally concern
ed with representation
that is
not reductive in its und
erstanding of multiple,
appar
ently contradictory iden
tities and the developmen
ts
they are making in rela
tion to each other,
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ea's work is c n er ed
� � � .with enunciating experiences
of urban abongmality m
contemporary Australia.
through historical and cultu
ral 'memory'. In EYE!I'M
M
A BLAKPIECE, Rea traces a
history inscribed on the
black female body as a (in this
case absent/imagined)
site of various ideological cons
tructs. In the last frame,
the artist steps in to disrupt the
controlling colonial
narrative and claim an agency, which
is outside of
colonial codes of representation. She is
the photogra
pher in this image, the 'owner of the gaze'. Her
own face
is obscured, denying access to the voyeuristic coloni
al
gaze.
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n my reading, Erika Tan's work for empire and I
refers directly to the taxonomy and typology of imper
ial 'racial science'. Her intervention into Victorian sensi
bilities is one that brings, through sound and proj ec
tions, contingency and doubt to a place that typically
characterises itself as stable, knowledgeable and nor
mative. Tan utilises the 'fabric' of the colonial mind to
impinge on a territory that is gua rdedly private, enact
ing a reverse colonisation that makes visible, in the
words of Hazel Carby, 'what is rendered invisible, when
viewed as the normative state of existence'.'
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haheenMeraJi's work references the diminution and
.
sense of horror that charactenze re presentations of
,.
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excite horror and anger. Expectations and projections
of the 'raced' artist are seen to be hugely over-signified.
Audiences respond with violent outrage to an artist that
refuses their expectations in terms of muted subjectivi
ty. This seems to bear out Richard Dyer's assertion that
'the right not to conform .... is the right of the most
privileged groups in society'," in this case, those arbitr
arily perceived as 'unraced'.

T

ertia Longmire'• work can also be read as an
attempt to locate her own particularity and cultural
specificity under the burden of an un-asked for history.
In two separate pieces, the artist imagines both the
quiet ghosts of a faceless history and all the energy and
potential of a radically altered future. She rejects the
imperial representations of 'whiteness' and 'British
ness', in eternal opposition to 'otherness' and suggests
an element of performative agency in her image of
future possibilities.

I

n the stylised space of the figurative painting, Alana
Jelinek places a group of 'white' tourists, in the
Australian desert, the 'terra nullius' that Australia was
conceived as before it was yet 'discovered'. What are
they doing there and what are they looking at? The
work raises the kind of questions that tourists/colonis
ers rarely do. The voyeuristic tourist, like the colonial
power, arrives with a highly developed sense of super
iority and entitlement. He passes through, unscathed,
leaving a narrative of nationality and a trail of destruc
tion in his wake. In the safety of his homeland, he pro•
ceeds to represent 'otherness' as something knowable
and contained. His snapsnots of 'natives', his scalpings,
are a fixed and constant conquest of the 'raced' colonial
subject, bloodless trophies that re-inscribe colonial
codes.

nthony Key's map of Britain envisages an ironic and
&ubtle invasion that references the fear of 'other11888', constructed in such detail in the colonial mind.
The work re-maps Britain as Britain re-mapped her
colonial territory, and immediately, the colonia
l power
is a territory under negotiation, the site of a
battle for
nationhood and definition. Key's Great
Wall also stands
as monument to the 'homeland'
transposed onto 'foreign'
soil: not Jerusalem, but a Great Wall, builde
d here, in
Eqland's green and pleasant land. In a
rev er aal ofth a
colonial order, Britain is imagined as
'unatabla ground'
on which a continuous negotiation of
definition is taking
place.

T

he photographic installation of Niema
Khan, which

also combinas ideas of hom
eland and tiee of CCIDlln•
oui.ty and connection, suggests the inti
macy and ezpe-

rience of family memory. AH i11 l·foa'H w1irk, th,i ,; l't'./,
1
suggests corporeality without dcpicUn� it 1111,.I Ll 1 <•
absent body is that ofan ancestor (grun<lpHr<•rit.). 'l'h
<J
piece explores ways in which th" coloni ij<•d iridividu,.
J
invests in the colonial power, the contPmporury h i
wiHtt-t
in narratives of history and individual identiti,,• int,
·r
act with colonial history and myth, Photography, tru
dit,.
ional medium of 'objective' ethnography, is re-cluim.,d
as a means of un-doing and re-thinking the uuthoriH.,d
version of colonial history.

C

olin Darke's piece suggests a prescribed and cont
ained set of ideologies through which to expn
ienc,,
the legacy of imperialism and other histories. 'lbe
gallery walls are indelibly inscribed with an overwhelm
ing body of text, the work of Karl Marx. The legat-y ,,r
colonialism can be read as a legacy of individual power

lessness in the face of the forces of history and the laws
of capitalist economics. Peter Fryer describes how capit
alism, loudly proclaiming its principle of freedom of the
individual, depended in its earliest history on the labour

of slaves, and justified this with the most viru lent
racism. The work, like all the work in empire and I,
seems to be concerned with the assertion of individual
ity against the perceived force of historic inevitability.

I

t is my belief that cultural discourse, like social dis
course, is not merely a space to express certain lived
realities, but also a constitutive space, in which ways of
thinking can be deconstructed and re-presented. in
which opinions and visions are formed. This is not to
put unusual burdens on the artist, but to emphasize the
connected responsibilities of both parties in a dialogue,
artist and audience. empire and I is not a sideshow in
which audiences come to enjoy the spectacle of political
work completed before their arrival and preaented for
their consumption. We come here to iiagmNlifferent
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empire and I presents the work of artists who are preoc
cupied with the colonial legacy and its meanings in the
contemporary postcolonial world. It raises questions for
all of us. 1998's 60th anniversary celebrations of the
arrival of the 'Empire Windrush', symbolising the post
war oettlement of Afro-Caribbeans in Britain, has pro
vided an occasion to chart the impact of that presence.
West Indian men and women came as busdrivers, build
ing labourers, hospital workers and nurses to settle in
Britain. They came home to the 'mother country' only to
find that it was not a home for migrants. In the process
of their settlement they challenged the established bina
riet of home/away, metropole/colony, them/us,
black/white and contributed to the destablilisation of
one vertion of Britain and the making of another. 'Those
people' over there turned out to be llm:ll, however much
thia was resented by some. In the process of making
Briston or Handsworth home, many Jamaicans,
Barbadians and Trinidadians discovered that their
ialanda could never be home in quite the same way
again.
Tma ia one of the examples of the postcolonial encounter
• the encounter between the erstwhile colonisers, the
Britiah, and the once colonised West Indians, Afro
Caribbeans as they became. The encounter has changed
both groups. The white British have had to recognise
that black people do belong, are British: Afro-Caribb
eana have claimed a new cultural identity as black
Britons. The postcolonial moment, I suggest, postcolon
ial in the oenoe that Britain is no longer a major colonial
power and that the colonies and dependencies of the
nineteenth century have become twentieth century
nation.I, open.e up possibilities of new ways of thinking
about the legacy of empire. In the time after the empire
bow doee that legacy look?
The legacy it everywhere. The British population itself
ia ahaped by imperial hiatory: the Afro-Caribbean and
South Aaian prelellC8; the Irish, evidence of the migra
lMIIII of the mid-Dineteenth century and the poetwar
pnlad, 8114 of the conatant movement acl'OSS the Irish
--- - centurlee. The cemeteries which provide
eaNDt nmmden of the diaaporic lives of nineteenth

century English, Scottish and Irish men particularly,
soldiers who served in India or Africa, sailors who spent
their lives crossing oceans, missionaries who returned
and died back home. The buildings which offer material
reminders of imperial connections, the Bank of England
and the Royal Exchange symbolising the financial cen
tre of the globe, the reliefs of Africans' heads with eleph
ants on the facade of the Liverpool Exchange marking
the significance of the slave trade to that city's wealth,
the great museums of London, packed with imperial
treasures, the Hyderabad Barracks in Colchester,
reminding us of the links between Britain and India,
the West India Dock Company's elegant building just by
Canary Wharf, once the meeting place of slave traders
and sugar merchants, now the site of refurbished flats
for city folks. The streets in every town which mark
historic battles and moments, from Trafalgar to Mafek
ing, signalling the ways in which national identity in
Britain has been so profoundly shaped by imperial
expansion and danger. The novels which form the
national literature, from Jane Austen's Mansfield Park,
an English country home financed from the sugar plan
tations of Anti gua to Charles Dickens' unfinished novel
The Mystery of Edwin Drood, touched with the racial
fear engendered by the 'Indian Mutiny' of 1857 when
'natives' serving in the British army rebelled against
their colonial masters. The quintessential nations!
beverage, tea, imported from Ceylon and India, the
demand for it changing the shape of whole regiona as
tea gardens were laid out, the sugar served with it
which transformed the Caribbean into a gigantic IIIIIBf
plantation, and changed the economy and society ol
Africa and the Caribbean for ever.
Thoee legacies are lived in the everyday, for the empire
mapped our contemporary world in particular ways.
establishing routes and connections which haw ehown
extraordinary resilience. Chance encounter& can remind
us of these routes. A neighbour on a plane from the
Caribbean told me hie story. Bom in Kenya, a white
Briton whoee parents bad migrated there in the late
1940s, the family moved on to South Africa and settled
in Natal. Natal was the major area of sugar production
in South Africa and following the example of the West

Indies, Indian indent ured labour was intro duced. The
ad learned ID the post-emancipaf
ion West
Plantocr acy h
could solve what they deem ed to
they
t
tha
Indies
be
I
their labour shortage with ndian labour. Lessons such
as these were exchanged across the empire, and framed
patterns of migration. My neighbour left Natal in 1990
ha ving trained as a sugar engineer and since then has
been employe d by Manbre, the late twentieth century
form of the sugar company Tate and Lyle. Henry Tate's
story was a classic tale of entrepreneurial acumen. The
son of a Unitarian minister, he was apprenticed to a
grocer and soon had six shops in the Liverpool district.
Around 1859 he switched to sugar refining and in 18i2
built a factory in Liverpool, that cit y built on slavery. In
1878 he decided to move his business to the metropolis
and set up a factory in Silvertown, in Docklands, at the
heart of the imperial trading complex. His invention of
cube sugar secured his fortune and the Tate Gallery.
opened in 1897, reminds us of the ways in which
Britain's national treasures are rooted in the fruits of
empire. Meanwhile, Abram Lyle, a Scottish sugar refin.
er, had established his factory almost next door, and his
invention of golden syrup ensured the success of his
business. In 1921 Tate and Lyle amalgamated and their
Thames Refinery is still the world's largest sugar refin
ing complex. In the 1930s they moved into sugar
production as well as processing and bought plantations
in the West Indies and other sites of empire. They now
produce sugar in the United Kingdom, parts of Africa.
the West Indies, Canada, Fiji, Sri Lanka and India.
These were the routes of empire, still vital in the post·
colonial world. My neighbour on the plane had worked
in Fiji and Sri Lanka and now works in Gu yana. He
was en route to India to buy machinery for the sugar
industry, that industry which had relied in post ·
emancipation days on Indian indentu red labour, (a pat·
tern which established the ethnic rivalries which have
since flourished there). This late twentieth cen�
auglll' engineer is the modern counterpart of the Dllle
teenth century entrepreneur or colonial official.
r
N a din e Gordimer has dubbed the development worke
the new missionaries of the postcolonial world. These
are global times but both the local and the global beal'
the •igna of empire. Modern economie s have t,een
O
ehaped by imperial preferences and needs, contemp "
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rary populations have been shaped by the historic move
ments of labour, both free and unfree, late twentieth
century cultures have been marked by both colonizers
and colonized and are now being re-worked in the post
colonial moment, still in relations of power but power
differently distributed.
Taking a minicab from the airport, with this story vivid
ly in my mind, I found that the driver was also born in
Kenya, but this time of Asian parentage. His forbears
were indentured Jabour on the tea plantations of Kenya,
involved in the labour movements of the colonized
across the British empire, inheriting a passport which
continues to make mobility in search of employment a
less dangerous strategy than for many others. These
narratives provide us with indicators of the differentia
ted possibilities in the late twentieth century for the
descendants of those who were locked into the relations
of colonialism.
The empire, I am suggesting, mapped the world in par•
ticular ways. Those mappings are re-opened to us in the
postcolonial moment with a new clarity. With nations
under threat and national histories recognised as the
&agile constructions which they are, with globalization
r&<:asting the world across new neo-colonial routes,
questions of cultural identity have become pre-eminent.
Who are 'we'? What sort of people are 'we'? Where do
'w<I belong? What kinds of citizenship are open to 'us'?
And who are 'they'? Questions of cultural identity are
-.arily historical questions and we are ever more
aware of the importance of historical memory. From the
debates over General Pinochet and his historic
N8J)Oll8ibilities for the torture and deaths of Chileans
and others to the Truth Commission in South Africa
with it.t awe inspiring taek of aeeking reconciliation
through the speaking of truths about the past, different
aocieties are preoccupied with the legacies of the paet
and their meanings in the present. Toni Morrison ha■
ar,ued for the importance of 'memory work', the work of
remembering what haa been forsotten but nevar erued.
Slavery, ahe remind9 u■, has left it.t traou everywhere
in the US. Only when that biatory ii properly naovered.
plaoed back in the heart of the culture, will it be poui•
ble to move oa.

Britain is a society which has prided itself on its hist
ory, and has seen that history as constitutive of nation�
hood. But which historical narratives are told and what
stories of empire are pre-eminent in the popular imagin•
ation? We need now to re•discover histories of empire
and understand the part they have played in the con
struction of a raced and gendered nation in the present.
The old stories of empire • of progress, of a 'civilising
mission', of British justice carried across the seas, of the
making of a 'greater Britain' through the planting of
Anglo-Saxon stock across the globe, of the golden days
of the Raj • need to be reconstructed for new times. We
need to recover the complex histories of encounters, of
migrations, of transculturations, of linked histories
across the generations and the centuries. We need to
chart the constant attempts to fix racial and gender
hierarchies with their real effects of profound inequali
ties. We need to rediscover the criss-crossings, the mi,[.
ings and hybridities, the constant movings across the
empire of slaves, of indentured labourers, of domestic
servants and seamen, of prostitutes and missionaries, al
convicts and colonial officials • of their patterns al set
tlement, of the creation of diasporas, of the ccnstrudian
of imagined homes, communities and nations whose
boundaries were fixed momentarily but were alwa,ys
unstable, always subject to change and dissolution.
This new work of historical imagination, of re6ec:ting ..,
the traces of the past as they shape our ..-ts. is the
work of many. Bob Marley was crucial to the c:ultural
work of rediscovering Africa in the ea,;w-n, Toni
Morrison has helped African-Americans redisco'ter
themselves. While Constable articulated ane vision of
what England was in the early �th century,
visual artists now are remindinc us of the ways in
which British selves depended on their coloniaed odlera..
They are dieruptinc the binaries of blact/wbite,
u■lthem, deatabliainc the 11.xinp which were intended
to nttle relations between coloninr and colonieed.
empin GIid I ia part of that� I welcome it.
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